
Wacky Weather World 

The acronym for this title is www. The common impression for what www means is probably one of the 

biggest reasons for our wacky weather world. The World Wide Web has helped increase the bulldozing, 

drilling, mining, exploding, blacktopping and concreting of the earth and has put many people in stressful 

conditions that often makes them turn to pharmaceuticals. 

Humans have put up more cell towers, more wind turbines, more solar panels, more satellites into space 

and have manufactured more computers. All of these require damaging the earth and all lead nations to 

build weapons of mass destruction and to test their bombs and missiles including the firing of them into 

the atmosphere.  

All of this leads to stress, depression and anxiety. This leads to other health problems. Because of this 

pharmaceutical companies and medical technology companies destroy the earth to make products that 

might give some humans temporary relief from their health woes. 

Who are the humans leading this charge. In almost all cases, it is those who have graduated from a 

university or college somewhere in the world. Universities and colleges spend a lot of money and effort 

on recruiting students to come to their university or college rather than another one. Myriads of flyers 

and posters are sent all over the world to libraries, universities and colleges to encourage young minds to 

learn how to use computers that help create a Wacky Weather World.  

Many universities and colleges spend a large portion of their effort and money on building sports 

programs. These sports programs generate all kinds of problems for the earth and world in order to get 

their alumni to attend the sporting events and to then give donations to the sports programs behind the 

sporting events.  

Imagine what kind of weather we would have if universities and colleges made students, administrators, 

staff and faculty think about living a simpler life that leads to peace and kindness. Instead of thinking 

about ways to generate electricity that leads to mercenaries fighting all over the planet for natural 

resources, people could learn to live lives that are more in harmony with nature and enjoy looking at the 

wonders of creation rather than trying to solve the problems made by the creations of humans. What a 

wonderful world that might be.  Maybe a Wonderful Wide World! (credits to mm) 


